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Objectives: True or false questions. 
  Matching numbers from the test with their description 
  Find definitions of words from the box 
   
 

Serious desert 

 

 In 2003 eight teenagers went on an expedition called "Serious Desert". They went to 
Namibia in South-West Africa to help the black rhino, an animal that is very rare. 
 More than 6,500 teenagers wanted to go on "Serious Desert", but there were only 
eight winners. They did some difficult tests in England. They swam in a cold lake, climbed 
high ropes and camped in strong winds. They also touched snakes and scorpions, but they 
weren't scared ! The group was in Namibia from 13 April to 5 May and there were lots of 
challenges. They travelled long distances, built camps and ate strange food. They tracked 
black rhinos and found useful information about them. 
 The weather was also a problem. It was very hot in the day - sometimes 40°. At night, 
there were no clouds in the sky and so it was very cold. At the start of the expedition, there 
was even a lot of rain! 
 In the last week, the teenagers crossed the desert on foot with camels to the Skeleton 
Coast. This was a diffiuclt journey because the dunes were very high. When they arrived at 
the coast, they swam in the Atlantic Ocean. A fantastic end to a fantastic expedition! 
 

 
Exercise 1: Read the text again and answer true (T) or false (F).  

a A lot of people wanted to go on the expedition.   

b The winners did some tests about animals and Africa.  

c The group was in Africa for three weeks.    

d There weren’t any hotels for the group to stay in.   

e The weather changed very often.     

f The group wanted to sleep when they arrived at the coast.  
 

 

 



 

Exercise 2: Match the numbers from the text (1 – 6) and the description (a – f).  

 

11..  2003  •   • a. the start of the expedition 

22..  6500  •   • b. the number of teenagers who wanted to go 

33..  Eight  •   • c. the temperature during the day 

44..  13 April •   • d. the end of the expedition 

55..  5 May  •   • e. the year of “Serious Desert” 

66..  40˚  •   • f. the number of winners 

 

 

Exercise 3: Find these words in the text.  

aa  Four words to talk about the weather: 

bb  The past simple of: do – swim – eat – find : 

cc  Four animals: 

 

 

Exercise 4: Find the words in the text for these definitions. 

1. Very unusual (Paragraph 1):  

2. You use these to help you get up a mountain (Paragraph 2):  

 

 


